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As　in　section　2 here,　what　are　usually　called　D or　DET　 are　mono-morphemic　realizations　of
SPEC(QN).
　　　This　reduced　set　of　head　categories,　namely　N,　V,　A,　P　and　Q,　recalls　the　categorical　par-
simony　of　the　generative　semantics　of　forty　ears　ago,　which　proposed　to　reduce　the　set　of
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syntactic　categories　to　a　small　group　of　basic　categories　of　modern　logic.　In　fact,　Iagree　with
one　thrust　of　this　early　school.　Namely,　it　correctly　claimed　that　syntax　needs　only　a　quite　re-
duced　set　of　categories,　comparable　to　those　in　some　kind　of"natural　anguage　logic,"i.e.　what
is　called　today　LF.　However,　generative　semantics　prematurely　substituted　categories　used　in
modern　symbolic　logic　with　those　of　empirically　justified　LFs　for　natural　anguage.　In　partic-
ular,　it　put　a　lot　of　emphasis　on　items　expressing　truth,　reference　and　quantification(treating
numerals　as　a　sort　of　extraneous　elaboration　of　the　latter.　At　the　same　time,　since　time　and
place　are　extraneous　in　symbolic　logic,　generative　semantics　wrongly　ignored　the　important
roles　of　PP　structures.
　　　Since　symbolic　logic　was　invented　based　on　a　simplified,　intuited　version　of　LF,　it　has
been　circular　to　hypothesize　a natural　anguage　LF　dependent　on　symbolic　logic.　Rather,
natural　anguage　logic　and　its　categories　must　be　newly　discovered　on　the　basis　of　syntactic
research,　using　the　method　of　contrasting　acceptabilities.　In　my view,　we　find　then　that.　natural
languages　distinguish(do　not　conflate)4kinds　of　categories　N,　A,　V　and　P,　which　both　take
arguments(a　property　of　symbolic　logic　predicates)and　at　the　same　time　can　be　constants
and　variables　in　larger　propositions.　These　are　supplemented　by　a　single　category　Q which　is
first　and　foremost　used　to　count(Ns),　and　then　secondarily　to　quantify　them　and　to　measure
properties(A)and　locations　and　times(P).　Finally,　the　role　of　Q　in　V　projections　becomes
almost　totally　formal.
　　　From　an　evolutionary　perspective,　the　parsimonious　cenario　developed　here　greatly　im-
proves　on　systems　which　either　proliferate　functional　categories　orhand-wave　aside　their　spe-
cific　properties..
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